
Vote tactical in the 
General Election 

Boris Johnson wanted this election to get a 
Tory majority. He wants to combine two 
appeals: 
-  Let us get Brexit done (no matter how)
-  Vote Conservative for expensive politics 
(Money to all; NHS, investment, Police etc)

By mixing the two agendas he gives the 
Conservatives Remain-voters enough goodies 
to put up with Brexit. He hopes. And he hopes
to mop up the rest of the leave voters as well -
now helped by Mr. Farage tactical offer.

The electorate is now less party loyal than 
ever before. Between 25 and 40% changed 
party in all of the 3 elections since 2010. 
People are more willing to move than ever 
before.

NE Surrey for Europe has therefore decided to
recommend TACTICAL VOTING in our 
area. We have compiled recommendations for
which party it would be best to support to 
achieve as many as possible MPs supporting a
People's Vote, where the alternatives should 
be a negotiated deal and to REMAIN. We 
have based our suggestions on local 
knowledge and "Best for Britain" nationwide 
suggestions. You will find a table below.

We have also added contact details for the 
recommended organisation in each of the 
constituencies for those who want to engage 
more directly in the election campaign. 
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Do not forget to
REGISTER TO VOTE

Election timetable:

Polling day: Thursday 12 December
     Polling booths open 7 am - 10 pm

Register to vote: by midnight Tuesday 26 
November. www.gov.uk/register-to-vote

Postal vote: applications by 5pm Tuesday 
26 November. www.gov.uk/voting-in-the-
uk#postal-voting

Proxy vote: Applications by 5pm 
Wednesday 4 December. 
www.gov.uk/voting-in-the-uk#voting-by-
proxy

From the March 19 October where around 1 
mill participated. Let the tactical voting 
become as successful as our previous work!



Tactical Voting Schedule North East Surrey

Constituency            Recommendation          Volunteer contact details

East Surrey              Liberal Democrats         www.eastsurreylibdems.org.uk/contact-ge

Epsom & Ewell       Liberal Democrats         www.epsom-ewell-libdems.org.uk/volunteer

Mole Valley             Liberal Democrats         www.molevalleylibdems.org.uk/en/contact

Reigate                    Liberal Democrats         www.reigatelibdems.org.uk/en/

(Mole Valley is highest ranked target for the Liberal Democrats among these NE Surrey 
seats)

Crawley                   Labour                           www.peterlamb.org.uk

Croydon Central      Labour                           www.sarah-jones.org

Esher & Walton       Liberal Democrats         www.monicaharding.org

Guildford                 Liberal Democrats         www.guildfordlibdems.org.uk/volunteer

(Labour defending a 5000 majority taken from the Conservative in 2017 in Croydon Central.
Former Conservative MP for Guildford Anne Milton is standing as independent in 
Guildford,)

# - # 

Life skills for Brexit
This is the title for a Meeting in the Leatherhead Institute on Thursday 21 November @ 7pm.
Katherine Pons - a business trainer and Life coach will talk and lead discussion about 
- How to become more resilient in these turbulent times
- How do we reach out and understand those of a different viewpoint
- Are you, or your spouse, from the continent or do you know of anyone from another           
European country, unsure whether to stay or return?
Suggested donation of £ 5.00. Parking in Swan Centre or the High Street
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